divorce acts and three acts of annulment. 1 During the 1841 legislative session, Maryland's courts gained authority, concurrent with the legislature, to sever marital bonds.2 Only in 1851, after the new state constitution's provision barring legislative divorce took effect, was the: General Assembly ousted from day-to-day oversight of' family life. 3 The first private divorce bill passed after the llevoluclonary War was obtained in 1790 by John Sewell, of Talbot County, Maryland.4 The act's preamble instructs us that his wife, Eve Sewell, was convicted in county court of adultery for bearing a mulatto child. Mother and child were condemned to servitude. The General Assembly granted John a divorce, taking care in the legislation to protect the legitimacy of the white children of Iohn Sewell born before Eve's conviction." Statements confirming the legitimacy of children were common in the early private divorce acts, most of which were adopted on adultery grounds. Of the fifty legislative divorces or annulments passed between 1790 and 1815, thirty-nine, or 78 percent, had clauses protecting the legitimacy of children of the severed marriages.6 Though Eve's behavior must have been widely condemned, John struggled for more than two years to obtain his divorce. He first petitioned for a private bill at the 1788 session. The effort failed in the House of Delegates by a 34 to 22 vote despite a statement from the committee considering Sewell's petition that "sufficient evidence has been adduced to establish . . . [the facts] as represented" and a recommendation that "an act ought immediately to pass annulling the said marriage agreeably to the prayer of the said petition." 7 As John Sewell discovered, the General Assembly was reluctant to grant divorces to anyone during the last decade of the eighteenth-century. 2 Chapter 1
More than five decades after the Sewell divorce, by a simple, unedifying one-line statute, "Eliza Gibson, of the city of Baltimore" was "divorced from her husband, Edmund D. Gibson, a vinculo matrimonii."B Obviously, significant changes had occurred between the Sewell and Gibson divorces. Petitioners were generally rural and male before rsoo, By mid-century significant numbers of urban women were seeking legislative assistance.9 In 1850, the presence of an "immoral" wife was not the obvious or only factor sparking the passage of private divorce bills. Middle-class and urban pressures worked to expand the scope of divorce.'? By 1840;·· the acts often were ludicrously simple, and consideration on the floor of the legislature was frequently fast and uneventful.
The simple, often opaque, quality of many of the mid-nineteenthcentury private divorce acts, 11 however, hides some major conflicts. Though the extant legislative records usually reveal little controversy, severance of nineteenth-century marital ties was sometimes as fiery and unpleasant as our own contemporary experience. During the first half of the nineteenth century, romantic expectations for marriage increased, domestic obligations of wives expanded, and the number of husbands working outside the home to provide their families with economic support rose. Each of these developments created the potential for new forms of bitterness when marriages dissolved. Heavenly romance could convert to hatred; women's changing roles upset traditional men; and failure of husbands to support their families left freshly domesticated wives with few options for survival. Acrimony about children also heightened the unpleasantness of some legislative divorce disputes. By the 1820s youngsters, often viewed in colonial times as economic assets of fathers, were thought by many to be malleable creatures needing intellectual, moral, and emotional guidance to b~~ome productive adults. Nineteenth-century disputes about their supervisron, therefore, might slip into arguments about the respective worth of mother and father.
Disappointed expectations, economic difficulties, personal anger, and the status of children were not the only causes of legislative controversy. Though the private bill debates, taken one at a time, usually reveal little of note, the totality of legislative trends, such as rates of bill failure or the frequency of amendment proposals, provides clues to the cultural, political, and religious debates in society at large. Legislative conflicts rooted in strands of political, economic, religious, and cultural thought were often more important than the facts of any particular case, even in the midst of Introduction 3 open and tumultuous family discord. In addition, many spouses petitioned the legislature for a divorce not to escape the depredations or offenses of a mate still living in the household, but to gain their economic and social freedom from a relationship which had de facto ended at an earlier time. Whether these petitions were filed by an abandoned woman, a deserted man, or separated spouses cooperating in efforts to end their relationship, opposition to the divorce had to be manufactured by the General Assembly. Such parties were unlikely to create discord on their own. The significant increase between 1800 and 1840 in both the divorce rate and the proportion of legislative petitions granted by the General Assembly 12 confirms that mobility, consensual divorce, 13 desertion, 14 and urban disarray were increasing in Maryland, as in the Northeast and West.15 The legislative divorce process, therefore, could not be conflict-free. The wish to help those in desperate straits conflicted with traditional attitudes opposing divorce. Though careful factual scrutiny of divorce bills was sometimes frustrated by the clever preparation of individuals or couples cooperating in the presentation of their case to the General Assembly, the domain available for conflict was spacious-roomy enough to allow political, economic, religious, and cultural disputes to influence many family law debates.
Maryland presents an especially important laboratory for exploration of divorce in the formative decades of the republic. We can watch the vagaries of the legislative process unfold in a place that was enormously diverse in its religious, cultural, commercial, and political leanings. The history of Maryland's legislative divorce process brings to light new data on large cultural rifts-North and South, East and West, urban and rural, settled and frontier-that have long been the subject of historical inquiry, but rarely have been explored in a single data base useful to both social and political historians. Southern culture dominated areas west of the Chesapeake; shipping and agricultural interests controlled the Eastern Shore; Baltimore was a metropolis of national importance; the north central area surrounding Baltimore looked more to the North than the South for its cultural values; and the western panhandle evolved much like neighboring areas in the Northwest Territory. 16 The state is a rich venue for exploring and altering our understanding of the now generally accepted notion that, during our early history, divorce was accessible to many in the North and few in the South.'? Recounting the Maryland legislature's Work will bring these conflicts to life.
During the earliest days of the republic, images of the family were central organizational features of political, religious, and economic understandings throughout the nation. Husbands and fathers served as a fulcrum for religious activity and distribution of political authority, simultaneously controlling the civic activities of their households and voting to send their landed peers to government service. The late eighteenth-century "corporate economy" of the Northeast, Mary Ryan teaches us, 18 created similar devotional customs, with men serving as intermediaries between God and family, salvation and politics. Common law coverture, or marital property, rules gave husbands a like role, controlling both the economic relationships between the family and the outside world and the distribution of resources within the family itself.'?
While many early Maryland households also may have been highly integrated "corporate" entities analogous to Ryan's corporate family, the variety of cultural motifs in the state made for a quite diverse set of family models. During the late eighteenth century, the Maryland General Assembly was dominated by landed and slaveholding elites surrounding the Chesapeake. Both the divorce rate?" and the passage rate21 for legislative divorce petitions were lower in Maryland after the Revolutionary War than in the Northeast. On the surface at least, Maryland conformed to the general Southern pattern of granting divorces more reluctantly than other regions at the turn of the nineteenth century. 22 But contrasting cultural forms similar to those found in the Northeast began to influence areas of the state, especially around Baltimore and in the western panhandle, after 1800. New tensions developed in Maryland family law as the nineteenth century progressed.
During the first half of the nineteenth century, contests about political, religious, and economic roles of husbands and wives were prevalent throughout the North and West. Debates about limiting suffrage to male property owners emerged early in the century. Civic responsibility came to be shared among a larger class; property restrictions on male voting waned. 23 As men moved out of the home to work, women gained recognition as teachers of domestic, cultural, and religious values. 24 In many areas of the country, and in parts of Maryland, both spouses acquired new roles. Husbands and fathers, while retaining their position as political governors, became breadwinners. Wives and mothers, while continuing their household chores, became teachers and moral beacons. Faith also became more democratic. Salvation for many became an individual decision to be made rather than an outcome to be imposed by God. Women, deprived of Introduction s political and economic power, often were attracted to this devotional message and integrated its teachings into their family life. Since salvation required good deeds on earth, maintenance of an observant family became an essential good deed for women. Throughout, however, patriarchal families remained central, as a place for faithful religious observance, a site for inculcation of cultural values, and a training ground for adult exercise of civic responsibility.
Modification of marital property rules throughout the nation during the first decades of the nineteenth century, like changes in political and religious structures, left the essential features of the patriarchal family intact. Upon marriage, common law rules used in much of the nation during the Revolutionary War era gave a husband ownership of almost all of the personal property of his wife as soon as he reduced it to his possession. In addition, he also gained management rights over her real property for the life of the marriage. Upon the birth of a child, control over the wife's real property was extended to the lifetime of the husband. While early nineteenth-century reforms allowed some deserted women to regain their property or their economic independence and married women's property acts precluded attachment of a wife's property by creditors of her husband, men retained control over the central economic features of intact families.
Family formation rituals also changed after the Revolutionary War. Arranged marriages virtually disappeared. Romance emerged as a basis for mate selection. But such "freedom" did not reduce the impetus to marry. Family remained as a solid source of status and cultural location. The attractions of power remained for men; the promise of economic security attracted women; the legitimation of sexual behavior attracted both. In stark contrast with the present day, when images of rock-solid, politically attuned, churchgoing families often seem little more than nostalgic symbols called to duty by desperate politicians, early nineteenth-century adults expected to marry, raise a family, develop a family economy, and stay together 'til death did they part.
Many of these developments influenced Maryland. Property restrictions on male access to the franchise were eased early in the nineteenth century, 25 religious revivalism swept parts of the state,26 and married women's property law reforms were passed.27 But the traditional Southern undertones of much of Maryland society inevitably made debates about family discord prominent features of judicial and legislative discussions in the state. A number of forums existed for these family law debates. Though coverture rules employed by common law courts prevented 6 Chapter 1 spouses from contracting directly with each other,28 chancery courts enforced separation agreements in which husbands reposed assets in trustees for the benefit of their estranged wives. Couples therefore had the ability to privately settle many of their domestic differences.29 Maryland's chancery courts also had authority throughout the period to grant alimony to women whose husbands engaged in adultery or cruelty and refused to establish trusts for their separated wives. 30 In addition, the 1829 session of the General Assembly enacted legislation granting courts authority to ap· point commissioners to receive evidence and draft reports for use by divorce committees of the legislature. 31 Other general divorce bills regularly came before the state legislature for debate. And, as already noted, the legislature passed a number of private divorce acts before 1851, when such matters fell completely into judicial hands. 32 By mid-century, Southern influence over divorce standards waned but did not disappear. Citizens of Maryland were filing petitions seeking passage of private divorce acts at a rate of more than seventy per year. Maryland's legislative divorce rate was comparable to the judicial rates in other areas of the country. 33 The rising influence of nonslaveholding western settlers, Eastern Shore farmers and traders, and Baltimore urbanites fueled a steady rise in the state's divorce rate. Watching this story unfold in a legislative arena provides dramatic evidence of regional and class differences in attitudes toward family law. Traditional, more aristocratic, Southern delegates continually voted against private divorce bills in large numbers, while representatives from other areas voted the opposite way. 34 Telling stories about divorce in a political, legislative environment, placing the intact family at the focal point of cultural life is ironic history at its best. Tales of failure become the vehicle for expounding upon both ideal and flawed images of family culture, economic life, religious devotion, politics, and law. Recent social history literature has only begun to pry open this complex story.35 Norma Basch's work is a particularly good explication of Northeastern judicial divorce in the mid-nineteenth century. 36 She carefully instructs us that the development of divorce was not a simple tale of women claiming new realms of autonomy in a world of disappointed romantic expectations. For many women, divorce only formally ended a marriage terminated earlier by a deserting husband. The courts enabled them to reconstruct their economic lives and, perhaps, to remarry. Those women with property of their own fared much better than those without, since alimony was of little use to women deserted by impoverished husbands. For the departed men, divorce served to sanction Introduction 7 their leaving. In a nice reconstruction of prior work describing the rise of divorce as a claim by women for autonomy from the constraints of family culture, 37 Basch paints a more interesting, complex picture in which the arrival of divorce freed deserting men to seek out new mates. "Men," Basch writes, "created de facto divorces, women sought out legal ones."38 The nineteenth-century history of divorce in the Northeast, therefore, is not a linear story of gradual liberalization in the face of changing cultural norms and social pressures. Divorce, like much of women's legal history, was laden with double-edged consequences.39 Women, Basch tells us, might obtain some autonomy by divorce, but only at the expense of being labeled a failure in the moral education of their spouses. And the freedom from family constraints resulting from divorce was frequently tempered by economic insecurity, if not by abject poverty.
The complexities of electoral politics undergirding the private act divorce process add new dimensions to this tangled family law story. Many classic jurisprudential texts discuss the development of judge-made common law norms as a gradual, intensely fact-based creation of"rules." 40 We were told that these rules, while always subject to modification in. new factual situations, gave guidance to the community at large and shaped the contours of legal debate. Stare deasis (the homage paid to the wisdom of prior decisions), it is assumed in such scholarship, restrained quixotic changes in the rules, making it easier to report on trends in legal attitudes and to predict the future behavior of courts. While many now dispute this simplistic, apolitical view of judicial behavior, there is a grain of truth to the notion that courts, constrained by the need to resolve specific disputes, often act cautiously, paying some deference to prior history and decisions. To whatever degree the image of courts as gradualist institutions reflects reality, it is clear that the Maryland General Assembly did not feel bound by many court-like restraints in its review of divorce petitions. The legislative process itself left much room for manipulation, both by those seeking divorces and those occupying the corridors of power. Resolution of factual controversies was not trial-like. And, most importantly, the apparent substantive "rules" of legislative divorce changed often, sometimes in quite remarkable, abrupt, and surprising fashions. The beginning and the end of Maryland's nineteenth-century divorce story was a bit like those in other places, but the body of the story is remarkably different.
The basic structure of the private act process was quite simple. Those seeking legislative divorces filed petitions stating their grievances and requests for relief with the General Assembly. Leave to file a petition was almost always sought by a member of the House of Delegates from the county or region in which the petitioner lived. Senators rarely initiated a divorce bill. Since members of the House of Delegates were at their homes scattered throughout the state during most of the year when the legislature was not in session, it was fairly easy and, absent great controversy, relatively inexpensive to initiate the divorce process. 41 A visit with a delegate, perhaps followed up by the signing of an affidavit, could start the ball rolling. Each member of the House would simply bring divorce papers with him to each session. Though the famous and wealthy sometimes used the legislative divorce process, many of the cases involved middle-class or impoverished families. 42 Until the House of Delegates established a standing divorce committee in 1822, ad hoc committees were designated to review each petition and present a report or bill for review by the entire body. The delegate seeking leave to file the petition virtually always served on the ad hoc committee reviewing it. Evidence was generally not taken, though counter-petitions and affidavits were sometimes filed. Committee decisions on divorce petitions were rarely accompanied by reports stating reasons and opinions for the proffered recommendations. The process followed by divorce committees was often one-sided, especially in cases in which one spouse was no longer in the area or wished her or his spouse's petition to be well received. By 1840 there was clearly some room for cooperative couples wishing to divorce to proceed in an "uncontested" manner. 43 Delegates interested in divorce also made their mark. Whether devotion to a cause, retribution for a slight, or performance of a personal favor motivated their interest, delegates were free to seek membership on committees reviewing divorce petitions, to work their will without the need to publicly state their reasons, and, as with all legislative disputes, to work the corridors of power.
In such an environment transformation of political party alignments or enlargement of the franchise had marked impacts on legislative family law policy. Those seeking divorces often found themselves at the mercy of larger political shifts. Expansion of the franchise and the rise of the Republican Party at the turn of the nineteenth century, for example, loosened the constraints on divorce prevalent in the largely aristocratic pre-1800 General Assembly. Before 1805 all the legislative divorces were obtained by men. Although some women sought a divorce, they were all turned aside. This pattern changed in 1806. For the next decade, women petitioned for divorce more often than men, and with somewhat greater success.w Introduction 9
Political, combined with religious, events led to another abrupt change in legislative divorce patterns in 1816. Only a vinculo, or complete, divorces had been granted during the prior twenty-five years.45 That is, all prior parties to divorces were permitted to remarry after their legislative divorce act was passed; they were freed "from the chains" of marriage. But after the Federalists, led by Roger Brooke Taney, a Catholic, regained control of the Maryland Senate in 1816, the legislature refused to pass a vinculo divorces. For the next decade, only a mensa et thoro, or partial, divorces were enacted. These acts freed men and women "from the obligation to share bed and board," but they could not remarry. While this hints of a conservative reaction in family law once the lively post-Revolutionary War debates on the role of women faded from view, 46 the change in policy led the legislature to initiate a number of other changes that were not so traditional. New types of provisions appeared in the private acts, such as fame sole protections permitting women living apart from their husbands under partial divorces but still "bound by the chains of marriage" to participate in economic transactions otherwise precluded by marital property rules. Some women regained property they brought to their marriages or obtained other economic awards. Such benefits allowed women to escape from the more egregious depredations of departed husbands. In addition, the rate of success for women petitioning for legislative relief rose. 47 Child custody provisions also became central features of the legislative debates during this time. 48 The era, therefore, was traditional in some ways and reformist in others.
From 1826 until the Maryland General Assembly first adopted general divorce legislation at its 1841 session,49 the proportion of complete divorces among the enacted private bills gradually rose. There were disputes over the granting of complete divorces, with the State Senate sometimes blocking the adoption of a vinculo bills and insisting on the passage of partial divorces. The last partial divorce was passed in the 1840 legislative session. After 1841, the legislature fitfully attempted to get out of the divorce business, leaving a batch of simple a vinculo divorces, much like that granted to Eliza Gibson, in its wake. During the few years before the state adopted its first general divorce act, more than seventy petitions for private bills were filed in each session. 50 After adopting its first general divorce act, the legislature got out of the private bill business for a few years. Most assumed that the general act adopted in 1841 had ended the legislative divorce process. Pressures to continue granting private divorces, however, arose from many parties, including a state governor, who could not obtain relief under the narrow divorce act governing judicial decision making. Divorce petitions had returned to a high level by the time Maryland's 1850 state constitutional convention opened its deliberations51 and, with minimal debate, inserted a provision in the new constitution banning legislative divorce.
Though divorce petitions did cast a burdensome pall over the legislature after 1840, the disappearance of legislative divorce a decade later is not just a classic tale of frustration over individuated decision making leading a legislative body to push controversies into a judicial branch designed to handle one-on-one disputes. 52 Despite the increasing pressure to grant divorces as the nineteenth century evolved and the palpable need to resolve the status of women left in legal limbo by departed men, those sitting in Maryland's General Assembly before 1850 were extremely reluctant to pass general divorce legislation. Such reluctance was quite remarkable, since a significant number of legislators voted in favor of private bills granting divorces on grounds the same officials refused to allow in general legislation. Individual plights of woe were one thing; broad approbation of divorce through reformist general legislation was quite another. This is actually not an unusual phenomenon, though examples of it in nineteenth-century legal history have not previously been noted. Some of those adjudicating individual disputes-whether judges or legislatorsinevitably empathize with the plight of breathing human beings laying their problems before them for resolution. Such empathy will lead to results in individual cases that are not possible when general principles come under discussion. The history of the twentieth-century is littered with examples of this political dynamic. Individuals could obtain birth control devices from under drugstore counters, even as legislators refused to repeal broad regulatory limitations on their advertisement and distribution. 53 Individual use of condoms was one thing; running the gauntlet of the political and religious right to propose lifting controls on distribution was quite another. Individuals seeking abortions in trying circumstances evoked sympathy from politicians who professed opposition to freedom of choice. Sherri Finkbine's widely publicized efforts to abort a thalidomide-affected fetus in the 1960s was one thing; general repeal of restrictions on abortion was quite another. 54 In like manner, the mid-nineteenthcentury denouement of the divorce story in Maryland found a traditional, rather than reformist, coalition pushing the General Assembly out of the divorce business. By the 1840s, those favoring liberal divorce preferred to maintain the legislature's right to grant divorces; those preferring a traditional family with restrictive access to divorce voted to ban private divorce Introduction n bills and push family conflicts into the courts under narrowly drawn general legislation. The final result was a quite conservative divorce statute, left largely intact until 1937. 55 Nonetheless, the shift of divorce to the courts was a significant historical event. It symbolized the lessening role of families as a central organizing force of religion, politics, and the economy. Industrial concerns, work places, markets, schools, and churches were all focal points for the exercise of power and the training of citizens. Family was becoming "private," and the resolution of "private" family matters in the "public," politically charged legislature was losing its aura of propriety. Eventually it became acceptable to contend that leaving divorce in legislative hands was "obviously" wrong "because it would occupy too much time, and because it is properly a judicial act."56 This book tells the convoluted story of how traditional politics made divorce "properly a judicial act." Table 1 in Appendix I. Between 1790 and 1851 one or both members of at least 1,100 couples filed 1,386 petitions for divorces. Seventy-two couples filed three or more times. It is possible that I missed a few petitions or acts. The possibility of inaccuracies in the indexes for each year of the legislative journals and session laws cannot be eliminated. The early journals were often unindexed. The year a divorce is granted is normally described in both the tables and the text by reference to the date on which the legislative session in which the divorce was passed actually began, not the dare the private act was formally adopted. Most sessions began late in one year and continued into the following calendar year.
2. An Act to Give to the Chancellor and the County Courts as Courts of Equity, Jurisdiction in Cases of Divorce, ch. 262, 1841 Md. Laws (Mar. 1, 1842). Complete divorce grounds were limited to impotence at the time of marriage, adultery, abandonment for five years, and grounds traditionally available to annul a marriage, such as bigamy. Additional grounds were listed for a partial divorcecruelty of treatment, excessively vicious conduct, abandonment, and desertion. In other states, these grounds often served as a basis for obtaining a complete divorce. The courts also were granted authority to award alimony and property to wives, and custody and child support to either spouse.
3. In 1851, section 21 of a new state constitution forbade the General Assembly from granting private divorces.
4. This was almost surely the first Maryland divorce. Other searches of Maryland legislative records have also failed to turn up an earlier one. See M. K. MEYER, DrvoRCES AND NAMES CHANGED IN MARYIAND BY Acr OF THE LEG-ISIATURE, 1634-1854 (1970 21, 1790) . Although the word "annulling" is used in the title of the Sewell divorce act, it was not an annulment. The body of the legislation contains a vinculo divorce language, that is, language breaking "the chains" of marriage. In addition, the setting is one not traditionally handled by designating a marriage void at its inception.
6. Only seven, or less than 2 percent, of the 502 divorces adopted later contained such language. This change occurred for two reasons. As Chapter 4 makes clear, only divorces from bed and board were passed by the legislature between 1816 500 (1985) . And see Table 9 in Appendix 1, showing that Baltimore had a higher divorce rate than the rest of the state.
n. The legislative record is quite sparse. Maryland's General Assembly, like virtually every other nineteenth-century legislature, failed to archive its papers. This problem is one of the major reasons why private bills have been so rarely studied in the historical literature. Petitions, committee reports, and bill files were routinely destroyed. Although Maryland newspapers sometimes reported on legislative events, they apparently were not interested in divorce. A search through many papers failed to produce any useful information. Despite the lack of extensive legislative records, a few sources exist for studying the legislative divorce process. First, some court records of alimony and commission proceedings remain. They are, of course, interesting in their own right. In addition, they sometimes shed light on actions of the General Assembly, especially when the litigants were the same as those seeking legislative relief. Second, legislative journals, though not word-for-word transcripts of floor proceedings, provide a number of clues about the divorce process. Most of the journal entries are mundane reportage of bill and Introduction I3 petition filings, committee appointments, committee conclusions, and floor votes. Once in a while, committee reports were explicated, amendments explained, and debates summarized. The litany of routine procedural items recorded in the journals for each bill, together with the acts themselves, produced a useful computer data base. Information on the passage rate of bills, gender of petitioners, and residence of the parties, among other useful items, was retrieved and analyzed. From time to time, the journals also provided details about proposed amendments or other facets of floor debates on particular bills. Finally, there is a scattering of useful data in library, manuscript, and pamphlet collections. 12. See Tables 2 and 9 in Appendix r. Baltimore City divorce rates were higher than in the state at large after 1800. Divorce rates for 1850 cannot be figured from the data in this study since both courts and the legislature granted divorces between 1842 and 185r. While I know the number of legislative divorces, I do not know the judicial divorce rate. The legislative data demonstrate that the number of divorce petitions filed in the legislature and the number of private divorce bills actually adopted declined markedly immediately after the courts obtained divorce jurisdiction in 1842.
13. "Collusive" divorce, while not common before 1850, was not unknown. See FRIEDMAN, supra note IO, at 207-208. Some friendly divorces certainly passed Maryland's General Assembly during the first half of the nineteenth century. See the discussion in Chapter 7.
14. The number of Maryland women receiving outpensions (payments to women unconstrained by obligations of servitude or debt imprisonment) in the opening decades of the nineteenth century increased significantly, especially in the cities. C. McKenna 
